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Topic: Absolutely SUPERB Miracle (1) (Read 574 times)
Absolutely SUPERB Miracle (1)
« on: June 24, 2015, 02:14:16 AM »

Salaam to all brothers/sisters,

Posts: 196

Here we shall witness an Absolutely SUPERB Miracle,
which is very Easy to understand, but absolutely Impossible to imitate. (=Quran Testament 17/88)
So, there are only "6" Chapters/Surahs in the Quran Testament,
when we add the
Chapter/Surah No.

+

Total Number of Verses (including "Basmalah" in the very beginning therein),

we perfectly get a multiple (=i.e.

19x...) therein thus:

including "Basmalah"
Total Number of Verses

Chapter/Surah No.

+

13

+

44

=

19x...

43

+

90

=

19x...

61

+

15

=

19x...

92

+

22

=

19x...

104

+

10

=

19x...

110

+

4

=

19x...

So now, here are those most special six "Chapters/Surahs" in this respect above,
also in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS order,
here thus:

Glory be to ALLAH!
Chapter/Surah No.

Glory be to ALLAH!
Chapter/Surah No.

13
>

61
>

92
>

110
<

x...

=

19

=

104
<

43
<

19

x...

And now, here are those most special six "Total Number of Verses" in this respect above,
also in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS order again,
here thus:

Glory be to ALLAH!

Glory be to ALLAH!

Total Number of Verses
therein above

Total Number of Verses
therein above

44
^

15
^

22
^

004
^

x...

=

19

=

010
^

90
^

19

x...

*Please, certainly note that we have thus rightfully placed all those "Chapter/Surah No's"
and then each of their "Total Number of Verses" (in a perfectly corresponding manner) thereafter
as/in exact "same number of digits" above, by rightfully putting those extra zero's therein, wherever it is needed.
13
V
44

61
V
15

92
V
22

110
V
004

104
V
010

43
V
90

==================================================================
26 (ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him (=i.e. a disbeliever or/and a skeptic who claims that QURAN is a manmade Message here; =74/2025)
into Uprooter (thus to absolutely prove to him and to whole world that QURAN is definitely Not a manmade Message,
but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless

"Word of ALLAH" here; =17/88)

27 And what made you know what an Uprooter!
28 It does not letlast (but eliminates all those extra "zeros" from/on the left side above
(*because there is no need for any extra "zero" therein, because all of the numbers consist of exact "same number of digits" therein),
and It does not letstay (but excludes all those extra "zeros"from/on the right side above
(*because there is no need for an extra "zero" therein within those last numbers, because they consist of exact "same number of digits" therein again),
29 (Thereafter, it presents) Tables (as/in all those most special Chapter/Surah No's above
and then each of their most special Total Number of Verses therein in such a perfectly corresponding manner thereafter
"for/on the left side & for/on the right side" above) for all humanity.
30 Upon it (there shall be)

"19"!

(=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2630)
==================================================================

to be continued, inshaALLAH.
Logged

Bahman
Wise One / Burnout

Be aware of sabotages
« Reply #1 on: June 24, 2015, 08:48:49 AM »
Quote from: LastDay3 on June 24, 2015, 02:14:16 AM

Posts: 3138
Gender:

Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
........
to be continued, inshaALLAH.

Peace
Seems that Satan has fooled you knowingly or not to do these none sense calculation which do not create any interlock protection and sabotaging topics of this section by
repeatedly same topic to move real codes topic of the first page.
Logged
https://sites.google.com/site/tablelikeit/arikappandtable23/home/table7

JavaLatte
Advanced Truth Seeker

Re: Be aware of sabotages
« Reply #2 on: June 24, 2015, 09:30:00 AM »
Quote from: Bahman on June 24, 2015, 08:48:49 AM
Seems that Satan has fooled you knowingly or not to do these none sense calculation which do not create any interlock protection and sabotaging topics of this section by repeatedly same topic to move
real codes topic of the first page.

I like what you wrote above, brother Bahman.
Posts: 1374

Logged

Gender:
. . . and whoever does not judge by what Allah has revealed  then
those are the disbelievers (5:44)
those are the wrongdoers (5:45)
those are defiantly disobedient (5:47)

LastDay3
Apprentice

Re: Be aware of sabotages
« Reply #3 on: June 24, 2015, 02:47:00 PM »
Quote from: Bahman on June 24, 2015, 08:48:49 AM

Posts: 196

Peace
Seems that Satan has fooled you knowingly or not to do these none sense calculation which do not create any interlock protection .......

Salaam/Peace,
These are absolutely Not the satan's fooling or none sense calculation. (=Quran Testament 26/210223)
In fact, these are the real "19" coded, most Superb and matchless "Symmetrical Miracles" from ALLAH,
as it is clearly described by HIM here, in the very first place (=Quran Testament 74/2630, 31) (*Please, absolutely see these most Critical and Essential Verses
within the very first post above.)

===================================================
210 It is not the satans who have brought it down.
211 For it cannot be achievable for them (to bring the like of it) on the left side of those "19" coded Tables above now,
and they cannot succeed (to bring the like of it) on the right side of those "19" coded Tables above now.
212 Certainly, they are blocked from hearing (and understanding it).
213 Therefore, you shall never call upon any other god with ALLAH (THEGOD) (=28/70), or you will be among those who will be punished.
214 And you shall warn (whomever you can reach, beginning with) your people who are closest to you,
215 And lower your wing for (all) the believers who will follow you.
216 If they disobey you, then say, "I disown what you do."
217 And you shall put your trust in (ALLAH) Who is so now, thus also and especially, due to/on the left side of those "19" coded Tables above the Mighty,
due to/on the right side of those "19" coded Tables above the Merciful.
218 The One who sees you when you stand.
219 And also (sees) all your movements among those who prostrate.
220 Certainly, He Alone is so now, thus also and especially, due to/on the left side of those "19" coded Tables above the Hearer,
due to/on the right side of those "19" coded Tables above the Knower.
221 So, shall I inform you upon whom the satans descend?
222 They descend upon every "deceiver" who want to provoke the people against the left side of those "19" coded Tables above now,
"sinful" who want to provoke the people against the right side of those "19" coded Tables above now! (=29/47 & 49)
223 They claim to listen, but most of them are liars.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 26/210223)
====================================================

So I will deliver to all People the next "Absolutely SUPERB Miracle" from ALLAH (=Quran Testament 74/2630, 31),
in a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner with the first one above
in my next post, inshaALLAH.
So if you have any sincerity or honesty or truthfulness in your heart, do not sabotage here by replying with nonsense,
but absolutely wait till I deliver to all People what I have to clearly and completely deliver from ALLAH here (=5/99100),
and then you can ask whatever you want, and, inshaALLAH, I will immediately and clearly answer all your claims or objections (if you will have any) then.
Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged

Bahman
Wise One / Burnout

Re: Be aware of sabotages
« Reply #4 on: June 24, 2015, 04:21:57 PM »
Quote from: LastDay3 on June 24, 2015, 02:47:00 PM

Posts: 3138
Gender:

Salaam/Peace,
These are absolutely Not the satan's fooling or none sense calculation. (=Quran Testament 26/210223)
In fact, these are the real

"19" coded, most Superb and matchless "Symmetrical Miracles" from ALLAH,

as it is clearly described by HIM here, in the very first place (=Quran Testament 74/2630, 31) (*Please, absolutely see these most Critical and Essential Verses
within the very first post above.)

===================================================
210 It is not the satans who have brought it down.
211 For it cannot be achievable for them (to bring the like of it) on the left side of those "19" coded Tables above now,
and they cannot succeed (to bring the like of it) on the right side of those "19" coded Tables above now.
212 Certainly, they are blocked from hearing (and understanding it).
213 Therefore, you shall never call upon any other god with ALLAH (THEGOD) (=28/70), or you will be among those who will be punished.
214 And you shall warn (whomever you can reach, beginning with) your people who are closest to you,
215 And lower your wing for (all) the believers who will follow you.
216 If they disobey you, then say, "I disown what you do."
217 And you shall put your trust in (ALLAH) Who is so now, thus also and especially, due to/on the left side of those "19" coded Tables above the Mighty,
due to/on the right side of those "19" coded Tables above the Merciful.
218 The One who sees you when you stand.
219 And also (sees) all your movements among those who prostrate.
220 Certainly, He Alone is so now, thus also and especially, due to/on the left side of those "19" coded Tables above the Hearer,
due to/on the right side of those "19" coded Tables above the Knower.
221 So, shall I inform you upon whom the satans descend?
222 They descend upon every "deceiver" who want to provoke the people against the left side of those "19" coded Tables above now,
"sinful" who want to provoke the people against the right side of those "19" coded Tables above now! (=29/47 & 49)
223 They claim to listen, but most of them are liars.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 26/210223)
====================================================

So I will deliver to all People the next "Absolutely SUPERB Miracle" from ALLAH (=Quran Testament 74/2630, 31),
in a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner with the first one above
in my next post, inshaALLAH.
So if you have any sincerity or honesty or truthfulness in your heart, do not sabotage here by replying with nonsense,
but absolutely wait till I deliver to all People what I have to clearly and completely deliver from ALLAH here (=5/99100),
and then you can ask whatever you want, and, inshaALLAH, I will immediately and clearly answer all your claims or objections (if you will have any) then.
Remain in peace/salaam.

Logged
https://sites.google.com/site/tablelikeit/arikappandtable23/home/table7

LastDay3
Apprentice

Re: Absolutely SUPERB Miracle (1)
« Reply #5 on: June 25, 2015, 12:49:27 AM »

Salaam to all brothers/sisters,

Posts: 196

Here we shall witness an Absolutely SUPERB Miracle again,
which is again very Easy to understand, but absolutely Impossible to imitate. (=Quran Testament 17/88)
So in order to attain, all together, to such a most clear, intelligent and perfect state of mind
and thus truly and wholeheartedly say: (All Praise belong to

ALLAH Alone)

(=Quran Testament 41/4142
please, let us follow here carefully.

= 18/1),

So, there are only "12" Chapters/Surahs in the Quran Testament,
when we add the
Chapter/Surah No.

+

Total Number of Verses (this time, not including "Basmalahs" here),

we perfectly get a multiple (=i.e.

19x...) therein thus:

Chapter/Surah No.

+

not including "Basmalahs"
Total Number of Verses

6

+

165

=

19x...

15

+

99

=

19x...

21

+

112

=

19x...

39

+

75

=

19x...

41

+

54

=

19x...

42

+

53

=

19x...

50

+

45

=

19x...

55

+

78

=

19x...

56

+

96

=

19x...

70

+

44

=

19x...

88

+

26

=

19x...

107

+

7

=

19x...

So now, here are those most special twelve "Chapters/Surahs" in this respect above,
also in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS order,
here thus:

Glory be to ALLAH!

Glory be to ALLAH!

Chapter/Surah No.
39
>

41
>

42
>

88
>

19

=

Chapter/Surah No.

55

107

>

>

x...

021
<

006
<

70
<

56
<

19

=

x...

And now, here are those most special twelve "Total Number of Verses" in this respect above,

50
<

15
<

also in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS order again,
here thus:

Glory be to ALLAH!

Glory be to ALLAH!

Total Number of Verses
therein above

Total Number of Verses
therein above

75
^

54
^

53
^

26
^

78
^

007
^

112
^

165
^

19

=

44
^

96
^

45
^

99
^

19

x...

=

x...

*Please, certainly note that we have thus rightfully placed all those "Chapter/Surah No's"
and then each of their "Total Number of Verses" (in such a perfectly corresponding manner) thereafter
as/in exact "same/equal number of digits" above, by rightfully putting those extra zero's therein, wherever it is needed.
39
V
75

41
V
54

42
V
53

88
V
26

55
V
78

107
V
007

021
V
112

006
V
165

70
V
44

56
V
96

50
V
45

15
V
99

*Please, absolutely notice that this is "Exactly the Same Principle" we have thus perfectly followed here
within these six & six most special "Chapter/Surahs" and their "Total Number of Verses" (not including "Basmalahs") here,
and also within those three & three most special "Chapter/Surahs" and their "Total Number of Verses" (including "Basmalahs") above, before this,
(*so please, absolutely see it again, in this respect, within the very first post above!)

==================================================================
26 (ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him (=i.e. a disbeliever or/and a skeptic who claims that QURAN is a manmade Message here; =74/2025)
into Uprooter (thus to absolutely prove to him and to whole world that QURAN is definitely Not a manmade Message,
but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless

"Word of ALLAH" here; =17/88)

27 And what made you know what an Uprooter!
28 It does not letlast (but eliminates all those extra "zeros" from/on the left side above
(*because there is no need for any extra "zero" within those (left to right direction) first "five & five" numbers therein,
because all of those (five & five) numbers essentially consist of exact "same/equal number of digits" therein, on the left side above),
and It does not letstay (but excludes all those extra "zeros"from/on the right side above
(*because there is no need for any extra "zero" therein within those (right to left direction) first "four & four" numbers,
because all of those (four & four) numbers essentially consist of exact "same/equal number of digits" therein again, on the right side above),
29 (Thereafter, it presents) Tables (as/in all those most special Chapters/Surahs No's above
and then each of their most special Total Number of Verses therein in such a perfectly corresponding manner thereafter,
"for/on the left side & for/on the right side" above) for all humanity.
30 Upon it (there shall be)

"19"!

31 ............ and "It" (=i.e. that "Uprooter" as perfectly pointed out in the above 2630th Verses)

is but a Commemoration (=Dhikraa) for all humanity.

49 And from every thing We have created for/on the left side & for/on the right side above as "pairs,"
that perhaps you may takeCommemoration (=taDhakkaroona)!

(=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2631 "Dhikraa" = 51/49 "taDhakkaroona")
==================================================================

to be continued, inshaALLAH.
Logged

JavaLatte
Advanced Truth Seeker

Re: Absolutely SUPERB Miracle (1)
« Reply #6 on: June 25, 2015, 04:59:24 PM »
Quote from: LastDay3 on June 25, 2015, 12:49:27 AM
Absolutely SUPERB Miracle

Not for me.
Posts: 1374

Are you some kind of "controlled opposition" perhaps?

Gender:

Logged
. . . and whoever does not judge by what Allah has revealed  then
those are the disbelievers (5:44)
those are the wrongdoers (5:45)
those are defiantly disobedient (5:47)

FreedomStands
Wise One / Burnout

Re: Absolutely SUPERB Miracle (1)
« Reply #7 on: June 26, 2015, 02:25:02 AM »
Quote from: JavaLatte on June 25, 2015, 04:59:24 PM
Not for me.
Are you some kind of "controlled opposition" perhaps?

I don't even know what is happening here my eyes are crossed like a siamese cat
Logged
Posts: 2617
Read these
Easy Religion in a Nutshell
http://lunaticoutpost.com/thread59014.html
This may answer many questions!
https://lunaticoutpost.com/thread505254.html
Kindly email me: foxyfoxgames@gmail.com

JavaLatte

Re: Absolutely SUPERB Miracle (1)

Advanced Truth Seeker

« Reply #8 on: June 26, 2015, 02:52:21 AM »

Perhaps he/she indeed wants to make us confused.
I got the impression that this person actually wanted to mock (make fun of) code 19.
Logged
Posts: 1374
Gender:

. . . and whoever does not judge by what Allah has revealed  then
those are the disbelievers (5:44)
those are the wrongdoers (5:45)
those are defiantly disobedient (5:47)

theNabster
Advanced Truth Seeker

Posts: 1238
Gender:

Re: Absolutely SUPERB Miracle (1)
« Reply #9 on: June 26, 2015, 03:49:36 AM »

@FS & @JL
Salaam,
I was once a great believer and pusher of code 19, but I realised eventually it was not that important, and just a test as most things of this world, so my interest in it waned
until it came to naught.
No miracle will ever convince a mind settled in wickedness to believe... Quran as a semantic and theological piece is miracle enough to Believers in Allah and the Last Day.
Logged
41:53 We will show them Our Signs in the universe, and in their own selves, until it becomes manifest to
them that this (the Qur'ân) is the truth. ...

JavaLatte
Advanced Truth Seeker

Re: Absolutely SUPERB Miracle (1)
« Reply #10 on: June 26, 2015, 06:12:27 AM »

Salaam.
Quote from: theNabster on June 26, 2015, 03:49:36 AM
I was once a great believer and pusher of code 19, but I realised eventually it was not that important, and just a test as most things of this world, so my interest in it waned until it came to naught.

Posts: 1374

I kind of hope that brother Bahman will experience that as well.

Gender:

@ Brother Bahman, did you read that? Perhaps someday you'll also be like that! (*joke)

Quote
No miracle will ever convince a mind settled in wickedness to believe... Quran as a semantic and theological piece is miracle enough to Believers in Allah and the Last Day.

InshaAllah. *nod
Logged

. . . and whoever does not judge by what Allah has revealed  then
those are the disbelievers (5:44)
those are the wrongdoers (5:45)
those are defiantly disobedient (5:47)

FreedomStands
Wise One / Burnout

Re: Absolutely SUPERB Miracle (1)
« Reply #11 on: June 26, 2015, 12:42:35 PM »
Quote from: theNabster on June 26, 2015, 03:49:36 AM
@FS & @JL
Salaam,
I was once a great believer and pusher of code 19, but I realised eventually it was not that important, and just a test as most things of this world, so my interest in it waned until it came to naught.
No miracle will ever convince a mind settled in wickedness to believe... Quran as a semantic and theological piece is miracle enough to Believers in Allah and the Last Day.

Posts: 2617

If someone needs to be convinced, they might already have a diseased understanding. Who can't see God clearly when everything is apparent to some from the earliest age. I
think it is a trap when people lure people in to try to convince them. The material is widely available, they should go convince themselves if they have any interest, they are
just mockers, time wasters, and vampires.
"Convince me of your Islam" "No thanks!"
Logged
Read these
Easy Religion in a Nutshell
http://lunaticoutpost.com/thread59014.html
This may answer many questions!
https://lunaticoutpost.com/thread505254.html
Kindly email me: foxyfoxgames@gmail.com

LastDay3
Apprentice

Re: Absolutely SUPERB Miracle (1)
« Reply #12 on: July 06, 2015, 03:36:28 PM »

Salaam to all brothers/sisters,

Posts: 196

===================
97 Say: Whoever is an enemy to Gabriel (should know that) he has sent it down into your heart with the Permission of ALLAH,
confirming/fulfilling what (was revealed in the previous Scriptures) before it,
and as so now, due to/on the left side of those "19" coded Tables above a "Guide,"
and due to/on the right side of those "19" coded Tables above a "Good News"
for all believers.
(*So please, certainly see it again in the very first post and also in the following one above, in the first place.)

47 And thus We have sent down to you the WrittenDocument.
So, those whom We have given the WrittenDocument (=i.e. previous Scriptures) will believe in it.
Also, from these people (=i.e. buddhists, hindus, atheists, agnostics, etc.) there are many who will believe in it. (=110/13)
The only ones who mock Our "19" coded "Signs" on the left side here again (=74/2630, 31)
are the betrayingones!
49 In fact, those are clear "Signs" in the chests of those who have been given Knowledge.
The only ones who mock Our "19" coded "Signs" on the right side here again (=74/2630, 31)

are the unjustones!
(QURAN TESTAMENT 2/97 & 29/47, 49)
===================

So please, also absolutely see "BIBLICAL EXCELLENT MIRACLES (1)"
(on p. 119) here:
http://19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id180.html
to clearly witness the "19" coded, most Superb and matchless "Symmetrical Miracles"
with regard to all of those "Chapters/Suras" (="114" in total) and "Verses/Ayaats" (="6346" in total) of the QURAN TESTAMENT
therein now, in the very first place.
Remain in peace/salaam.

Logged
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